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Abstract
The aim of this conference is to discuss how post-colonial approach can help
us to rethink Roman identity and the theory of Romanization. The conference
explores different theoretical models and focuses in two inter-related topics:
first we shall discuss how acculturation model promoted a more homogenous
and conservative understanding of the Roman past and then we shall argue
how diference and otherness can be an important tool to propose a more heterogeneous approach to the Roman Empire.
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Resumo
O objetivo da conferência é discutir como a teoria pós-colonial permite o
questionamento das noções de identidade romana e da teoria de Romanização. A conferência explora diferentes modelos teóricos e foca em dois tópicos relacionados: inicialmente discutiremos como o modelo de aculturação
promoveu uma explicação homogênea e conservadora do passado romano
para, em seguida, argumentar que o estudo da diferença e da alteridade é
um instrumento importante para propor modelos mais heterogêneos do Império Romano.

Conference. Colóquio – O Império Romano e suas províncias: a integração e seus limites”. Museu de Arte de São Paulo, Brazil, March 28-29, 2012.
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Prima di tutto, chiediamo scusa ai nostri colleghi italiani, in maggioranza tra gli stranieri, ma abbiamo scritto in nostro saggio in inglese, cosiché tutti capiranno.
Für Professor Winterling: wir sind sehr glücklig Professor Winterling ist hier heute
mit uns, willkommen!
We start by thanking the organizers of the conference on the Roman Empire
and its provinces, integration and limits, particularly Doctor Carlos Augusto Ribeiro Machado who invited us to take part in the discussions. It is indeed an honour and a pleasure to learn and discuss such important issues as
the interpretation of the Roman world with colleagues such as Attilio Mastino, Maria Isabel Fleming, Guido Clemente, Norberto Guarinello, Paolo Liverani, Aloys Winterling, among others. So, thanks so much. We must also
mention from the start that our own stand results from epistemological discussions resulting from our experience in several institutions, from our own
universities, Unicamp and UFPR, to UCL, University of Durham, WAC,
Barcelona and beyond, often also supported by funding agencies, such as
the Brazilian National Science Foundation (CNPq), São Paulo Science Foundation (FAPESP), CAPES, the National Science Foundation, the British Academy among others, so that we must also acknowledge their continued support. This is also the result of dialogue with Richard Hingley and Greg
Woolf, among several others4. We are though solely responsible for the ideas. Our aim today is to start an epistemological discussion of the theoretical
tenets behind Romanisation as an interpretive model and then to show how
it has been used and then criticised.
Let’s then start with acculturation, by introducing the anthropological discussion on the concept. The model was grounded on the understanding that societies are bounded, homogeneous and stable, whilst people are considered as
gregarious and law-abiding. So social norms and rules are taken as accepted
by a majority and resisted by those with a deviant behaviour. Those normative models opposed different sets of homogenous entities, first and foremost
civilised superior societies, facing inferior and barbarian ones. Acculturation
was thus the flux from lower and deviant people towards upper class and
Such as André Leonardo Chevitarese, Margarida Maria de Carvalho, Marina Cavicchioli, John Collins, Margarita Díaz-Andreu, Lourdes Conde Feitosa, José Geraldo Costa
Grillo, Norberto Luiz Guarinello, Martin Hall, Siân Jones, Jonas Machado, Júlio César
Magalhães de Oliveira, Paulo Nogueira, Lluís Pons Haroldo Reimer, José Remesal, Monica Selvatici, Glaydson José da Silva and Thomas Skidmore.
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behaved elites, in a process of passage from a lower setting to a superior one.
This scheme applied to dominant Western societies was also applied to the
relations between colonial powers and the subjected peripheral societies, so
that Barbarians would emulate superior colonial rulers (Hingley, 1985).
Acculturation is thus at the root of all those conservative tenets, conservative
as they stress stability, reproduction and emulation (Webster, 2001). Recognizing the importance of the study of acculturation, and the varying points of
view from which the problem has been approached, the Social Science Research Council (USA), early 1935, appointed a Committee to analyse the work
on the problem already done, to study the implications of the term “acculturation,” and to explore new leads for further investigation. After a number of
meetings, an outline was drawn up as a first step toward clarifying the problem and to serve as an aid in the classification of studies already made (Redfield, Linton, Herskovits, 1936: 152), concluding with the following possible
outcomes when different people interact:
“The results of acculturation:
A. Acceptance: where the process of acculturation eventuates in the taking over
of the greater portion of another culture and the loss of most of the older cultural heritage; with acquiescence on the part of the members of the accepting
group, and, as a result, assimilation by them not only to the behaviour patterns
but to the inner values of the culture with which they have come into contact.
B. Adaptation: where both original and foreign traits are combined so as to
produce a smoothly functioning cultural whole which is actually an historic
mosaic; with either a reworking of the patterns of the two cultures into a harmonious meaningful whole to the individuals concerned, or the retention of a
series of more or less conflicting attitudes and points of view which are reconciled in everyday life as specific occasions arise.
C. Reaction: where because of oppression, or because of the unforeseen results
of the acceptance of foreign traits, contra-acculturative movements arise; these
maintaining their psychological force (a) as compensations for an imposed or
assumed inferiority, or (b) through the prestige which a return to older pre-acculturative conditions may bring to those participating in such a movement”.
The key words are assimilation (becoming something else), harmonious whole and retention of traits reconciled (homogeneity and stable) and inferiority
and reaction (deviant behaviour by inferiors). These concepts, even though
exposed as anthropological tenets in the 1930s, were rooted in much deeper
19th c. social realities and scholarly debate (Díaz-Andreu, 2007). First and foremost, all of them were proposed as the main pillars of the recently created
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nation state: assimilation of everybody into a unit (such as Jewish people, to
be accepted and emancipated, so long as assimilated); the nation as a harmonious whole (ein Land, ein Volk, eine Sprache, “one land, one people and one
language”, the famous slogan of the nation state; cf. Thiesse, 2001; Grosby,
2005); and inferiority and reaction by ordinary people and colonised subjects.
There has been a consistent criticism of those tenets by social movements for a
long time. Anarchists, communists, socialists, suffragettes, feminists, civil right
activists, gay and religious libertarians all challenged homogeneity, the dichotomies of superior and inferior, civilised and barbarian, and more so the concept of
deviation (Funari, Jones, Hall 1999). These have been wide ranging social movements reshaping the way social theory tried to understand society as a heterogeneous and conflicting entity. How to interpret conflict in society depends directly
on how we understand society itself. Traditionally, normative models considered
that cultures are neatly bounded homogeneous entities (Mullins, 1999:32). This
idea is related to the well-known and by now classic definition created by Childe
(1935:198): “Culture is a social heritage; it corresponds to a community sharing
common institutions and a common way of life [emphasis added]”. This definition implies harmony and unity within society, a commonality of interest and
thus a lack of conflict (Jones, 1997:15-26). The roots of this understanding of social
life lies on the one hand with Aristotle and his definition of society as a koinonia,
that is, as a partnership (cf. Aristotle, Politica 1252a7). Sharing values in a homogeneous culture means accepting generalizing features and common traits shared by everybody (cf. Aristotle, Politica 1328a21).
Homogeneity furthermore is a concept informed by capitalist nationalist movements (Handler 1988). Cultures and nations were seen by bourgeois ideology as bounded, unified entities, and history was conceived as the product of
the actions and events associated with such homogeneous entities. In this context, generalizing implies homogenizing, and there is a growing dissatisfaction with using this normative approach to interpret social life (cf. Skidmore,
1993:382). The holistic, monolithic nature of cultures and societies has been
questioned by several empirical and theoretical studies in the last decades
(Bentley, 1987; Jones 1997a). Homogeneity, order, and boundedness, have
been associated to a priori assumption that stability characterizes societies,
rather than conflict. However, a growing body of evidence and critical scrutiny of social thought has challenged this traditional view, considering society
as heterogeneous, with often-conflicting constructions of cultural identity.
Heterogeneity, fluidity and continuous change imply also that there are multiple entities that often change within society.
All the normative tenets behind such concepts as Hellenisation and Romanisation were applied to the ancient world in modern imperial projects (cf. Pons,
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2012). In the recent decades though, normative models criticised by social movements first and intellectuals as a consequence questioned the way the ancient world was perceived. This postcolonial and postmodern criticism of those conservative tenets has led to new understandings of modern and ancient
societies, considered as heterogeneous, conflictive and diverse, with fluid social relations and interactions. Concepts such as creolisation, hybridism and
métissage all stress a mix state of constant interaction and exchange. The study of the ancient world responded to all that with an implosion of most of
traditional normative tenets, exploring aspects of social life such as the use of
different languages at the same time, the tensions between different religious
and ethnic identities, among a long series of subjects exploring diversity, instead of homogeneity, such as patronage (Clemente, 1972), oral traditions (Liverani, 2006), food and supplies (Remesal, 2011).
Recognised that “there was no uniform ‘Romaness’”, as put recently Danijel
Dzino (2011: 60), Jane Webster’s (2001: 223) early comments of over a decade
ago are worth quoting at length, when she proposed to use creolisation to a
less restrictive understanding of ancient Rome:
“the inadequacies of Romanization as a model for contact and culture change
in the Roman provinces become increasingly apparent and this acculturative
model should be discarded in favour of the concept of creolization…it is time
to shift from elites, on whom so much work has focused, to other social categories: the urban poor, the rural poor, and that technically most invisible of
social groups in the ancient world, the enslaved”
The use of analogies with modern situations has spread, as attests a recent
paper by Leyla Çaglar (2011: 136), also worth quoting:
“The argument that the research of Roman Creolization should be based on
studies of the everyday material culture, which entails artefacts such as pots,
clay pipes, recipes etc., shows some parallels with the way the emergence of
Creole cultures in the Americas is studied”.
As we argue in a just published paper (Garraffoni and Funari, 2012), focusing
on the excluded past in an effort to accept the existence of denied views of Roman history and archaeology can become a useful political tool to challenge
traditional historiography and also to normative interpretations of society today. As put Aloys Winterling (2009: 1), “concepts not of unit but of difference
are required”. The study of excluded groups in Ancient Rome, through a critical theoretical approach, helps us to challenge the elite views and allows us to
seek for a social and political engagement to consider neglected histories in past
and present (Silva and Feitosa, 2009). Diversity, resistance and indigenous specificities as puts Attilio Mastino (1993: 458) on Sardegna during Roman times:
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“L’isola ha mantenuto una forte tradizione indigena legata alla civiltà dei
nuraghi: civiltà evoluta ma analfabeta, almeno allo stato della documentazione attuale, per quanto non manchino le segnalazioni, fin qui non sufficientemente chiarite, di iscrizioni riferite genericamente ad età nuragica, con espressioni del sostrato paleosardo”.
“The island kept a strong native tradition linked to the civilization of the
nuraghi: a developed civilization but illiterate, considering the documents available today, even if there are traces, not clear enough, of inscriptions of the nuragic period, expressing an old Sardinian layer” (our
translation).
Influxes from peripheral situations as those in Latin America are clear in
that direction, as studies on gender (Feitosa, 2004; Cavicchioli, 2008; Reimer, 2009), sexuality (Garraffoni, 2010), violence and resistance (Grillo,
Garraffoni and Funari, 2011) poor and excluded people indicate (Funari,
1993; Magalhães de Oliveira, 2006), slavery (Joly, 2005) contributing to the
broadening of the role of ancient history to modern issues (Carvalho and
Funari, 2007). The same applies also to issues relating to religious identities and conflicts (Guerra et alii 2003; Selvatici, 2008; Chevitarese and Cornelli, 2009; Machado, 2010; Nogueira, Funari, Collins, 2010; Carlan, 2011),
parataxis (Martins 2010). A peripheral outlook has proved productive
(Guarinello, 2008).
Paying homage to our Italian colleagues, it is perhaps particularly appropriate to conclude this brief essay by quoting Salvatore Settis (2006: 110), as he
proposes that Roman studies can be “an effective key for accessing the multiplicity of cultures in the modern world and for the help it can give us understanding the way in which these cultures are penetrating each other”.
Thank you so much for your patience.
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